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Fondo Universale
Technical Data Sheet
Base coat for Adicolor decorative finishes.

Pigmented, gripping base coat specially formulated for the application of the Sogni Line decorative finishes.
This base coat is designed to guarantee the ideal results with maximum durability.
INTENDED USE
Interior or exterior surfaces.
SURFACE TREATMENT
Ensure that the surface is clean, dry and free from peeling paint or any substance that may compromise adhesion. In case of old and
powdery walls or in presence of weak paint, apply a coat of ADIFIX primer thinned as specidied.
COLOR
Fondo Universale is supplied and can be used WHITE or it can be colored with the use of TINTERS..
APPLICATION
Using a short-pile roller, apply one or two base coats of FONDO UNIVERSALE thinned with 20-30% of water and let dry for minimum
5-6 hours before applying the finish.
THINNING
with 20 to 30% water.
AVERAGE SPREAD RATE
8-10 m2/litre
DRYING TIME AT 25° C
About 30 to 40 min. touch dry; Recoat time: about 6 to 8 hours.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY
1630±20 g/l
VISCOSITY (Brookfield, 20° C)
13000 - 16000 mPa·s
ADVICES
Do not apply with air and surface temperatures below 5°C and above 28°C. All the products must be protected from freezing and
well stored under cover. Carefully verify spread rates and the surface area to be coated to avoid running short of product during the
working process and reducing the risk of differences in tones. Mix the products well before use. Use fresh clean water for thinning
and maintain the same thinning proportions throughout the same job. Wash tools with warm water before the product dries. A correct
surface preparation will guarantee a finer finished effect and better product yield. The drying times indicated may vary in relation to
the air and surface temperature and the relative humidity. The spread rates of the products have only an indicative value and may
vary notably according to the substrate condition and the skill of the applicator.
PAKAGING
Containers lt. 2; lt. 4; lt. 10;
DRY SOLID CONTENTS
70% ± 1 g/l by weight
V.O.C. (Directive 2004/42/CE)
18 g/l; Cat. A BA (Max. Value 30 g/l)
Any information supplied whether verbal or in writing, is for guidance only as conditions and feasibility of use may be influenced by external factors beyond our control and is therefore given in good faith but without warranty. Adicolor reserves the right to
modify any data and information without notice. Our technical service is available for any further detailed information.
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